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Cosmology Update
Mike Cyrek
I would like to announce that the next meeting
of the Cosmology Group will be on August 11th, 7:00
p.m., at the home of Glen WiIkins. Although we did
not come up with any specific topic for discussion, our
free discussions always involve a variety of topics.
We did not have a meeting in July because of
the Jupiter Comet crash, as more time was needed to
prepare for the event.
The main topic of discussion at the June meeting was the question "How does the Inflationary Universe establish omega to be equal to one?" WASP,
June 1994, pg.3)
Well .... we did come to a solution by inference. The clue came from "Masters of Time", by John
Boslough. On page 65, the fourth paragraph reads:
"The same thing happened to the Universe (I
capitalize Universe here) as it expanded 1050 times
in a fraction of a second. By then, it was virtually indistinguishable from a flat Universe, its mass very close
to the critical value. The spatial curvature that could
have given omega a value other than one had been
driven out at the time of the exponential expansion".
From this paragraph, we then concluded that
whenever space is flat, omega (it is the ratio between
observed mass and closure mass) is equal to one
which we already knew. With an open (hyperbolic)
universe, omega is always less than one and, on the
other hand, in a closed Universe omega is more than
one. By assumption then, omega is equal to one because of the contention by the Inflationary Universe
that space is flat, because of its exponentially inflated
size. In other words, we can not see far enough at the
present time to detect any curvature. It is intestable.
At the present time, to the extent that we can see,
space is flat.
-Thank you Mike, for your informative contribution to the
WASP.

Computer Chatter
Larry F. Kalinowski
Apollo Rendezvous '94 turned out to be
as exciting as expected. Three hundred registered
for the event. Jeff Bondono and I were there, taking in the sights along with Kim Dyer, Ed Watson
and Tim Skonieczny.
The new Digistar projector in the planetarium was quite interesting, even if the program
wasn't. The program covered the different types
of Indian burial mounds in the mid-eastern and
southern regions of the United States and their
possible uses as astronomical predictors of the
solstices. The computerized images of the stars
aren't as good as conventional projectors but the
graphic effects produced with the system are incredible.
Richard Berry (past ASTRONOMY editor)
was a guest speaker and workshop director that
presented plenty of information on CCD photography and camera construction.
Barry Craig, the DAS president, made a
grand showing with his video display and also
captured an award for astrophotography.
Last, but not \east, was the featured
speaker, Dr. James Kaler, professor of astronomy
at the University of Illinois, a frequent contributor
to ASTRONOMY magazine and principal speaker
for the last five Great Lakes Planetarium Association conventions. Dr Kaler's talk involved the progress of the astronomer and astronomy in general, as well as admitting "there's so much we
don't know". His talk was backed up with a grand
succession of professional slides. There were
some interesting moments when Dr. Kaler's talk
was interrupted, more than once, by a fire alarm
system. Everyone left the lecture area on the first
Continued on the next page...
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The Warren Astronomical Society, Inc. is a local, nonprofit organization of amateur astronomers. The Society
holds meetings on the first and third Thursdays of each
month, starting at 7:30 p.m.

General meeting on first Thursdays:
Cranbrook Institute of Science
1221 North Woodward Avenue
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
Business meeting on third Thursdays:
Macomb Community College
South Campus, Building B, Room 209
14500 Twelve Mile Road
Warren, Michigan

Membership and Dues

Membership in the Society is open to all. Annual dues are:
Student
$12.00
College
$17.00
Individual
$25.00
Family
$30.00
Senior Citizen
$17.00
Among the many benefits of membership are:
• Discount magazine subscriptions:
Astronomy
$16.00 (12 monthly issues)
Sky &Telescope $20.00 (12 monthly issues)
• Loaner telescopes (with deposit). See 2nd VP.
• Free copy of each WASP newsletter.
• Free use of Stargate Observatory.
• Special interest subgroups. See chairpersons.
• Free use of WAS. library. See Librarian.
• Call list: don't miss unexpected events.
• Free membership in Astronomical League.
• Free Reflector (Astronomical League newsletter).
Send membership applications and dues to the treasurer:
Mike O’Dowd
4734 Brockham Way
Sterling Heights, Michigan 48310
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(WASP) is the official monthly publication of the Society. Each new issue of the WASP is made available
at the Macomb meeting on the third Thursday. Nonmembers will be charged $1.00 for each new issue.
Back issues, when available, are free. Requests by
other clubs to receive the WASP and other correspondence should be addressed to the editor.
Articles for inclusion in the WASP are strongly encouraged
and should be submitted to the editor on or before the
first Thursday of each month. For further information
on contribution, see or call the editor:
Toni Bondono
51054 Kingwood
Shelby Twp, Michigan, 48316-4524
Disclaimer: The articles presented herein represent the opinions of their
authors and are not necessarily the opinions of the Warren Astronomical Society or this editor. The WASP reserves the right to edit
or deny publication of any submission.

Stargate Observatory is owned and operated by the

Society. Located on the grounds of Camp Rotary on 29
Mile Road, 1.8 miles east of Romeo Plank Road, Stargate features a 12.5 inch f/17 club-built Cassegrainian
telescope under a steel dome. The observatory is open
to all club members in accordance to the "Stargate
Observatory Rules." Those wishing to use the observatory must call the 2nd VP by 7:00 p.m. on the evening
of the session. The coordinates for Stargate Observatory are 82°55'04'W, 42°45'29''N.

Library: The Society maintains a library of astronomyrelated books and periodicals at the Macomb County
Community College meeting room. See the Librarian,
Louis Namee, for rules or to check out a book.

Special interest subgroups exist for those interested in
specialized areas of astronomy. Contact the chairperson of each subgroup for more information on that
group.
• Computers:
Larry Kalinowski
• Deep Sky:
Doug Bock
• Lunar/Planetary: Riyad Matti
• Solar:
Marty Kunz
• Math:
Al Vandermarliere

Call List: The Call List is a list of people who wish to be
alerted of spectacular and unexpected astronomical
events, at any time of the day or night. Anyone who
notices such an event calls the next person on the call
list. That person in turn calls the next person, etc. Any
Society member is welcome to join the call list by notifying Marty Kunz at

Computer Chatter...continued

alarm. I don't think anyone knows for sure why the
alarms went off, though young children have a history
of pulling and pushing switches in the new interactive,
natural history, museum.
Some of the "old timers" even recalled the letters LFK, which jogged their memories of past eclipse
expeditions. All of which made me feel even older.
Hard disk prices are still falling at a great rate.
The latest flyer from Sunset systems shows a Connor
430Mb drive for $259. That's 60 cents per megabyte.
Sorry that the Super Collider is being scraped?
Don't be. It's true that an Earth bound accelerator
would have been very convenient for physicists but the
largest accelerators in the universe are natural. The data is extremely hard to acquire, but the answers are still
there. We just have to find a way to access it all. It
shows how much one science (nuclear physics) may
depend on another (astronomy) and vice-versa. One
bright investor claimed the tunnel for the Collider could
be turned into a mushroom farm of grand proportions.
The dark, damp conditions in the tunnel are supposedly
excellent conditions for mushrooms.
Upcoming computer shows are Saturday,
July23, in Livonia, at the Livonia Elks Lodge Hall, 31117
Plymouth Road and Sunday, July 31, at the UF and CW
Hall, 876 Horace Brown Dr., one block east of I-75 and
three blocks south of Thirteen Mile Rd.
Richard Nagy, the producer of the above shows
will sell you a show pass, good for six shows, for a reduced rate, if you call COMPUTERS AND YOU at (313)283-1754. Richard has started a new promotion, giving
away a 286 computer, at each of his computer shows.
True, it's not the greatest computer in the world, but for
someone just getting started, it could be a great stepping stone. You must be present at the drawing to win,
which is usually around 3:00 pm. For amateur astronomers, a 286 is just the ticket for controlling your telescope, or preparing a CCD camera for photography.
The Early Warning Satellite System, operated by
our government for detecting incoming missiles, detected an object over the Pacific Ocean that reached a -25
magnitude when it exploded in the upper atmosphere,
about twelve miles above the ground. It had the characteristics of a Bolide type meteor.
Kim Dyer, Jon Root and I made a jaunt to the
Stargate Observatory on Saturday, July 2, where we
looked over the dome motor and did an examination of
the mechanism. Jon had to make a trip to Romeo to
purchase five lag screws. The assembly was so heavy,
we decided to remove the motor and mount the platform and drive wheel to the observatory wall first. On
July 9, Kim and I, along with Mike Cyrek, returned to the
observatory and finished the final wiring of the motor.
After a few attempts to rotate the dome and adjust the
rubber tire pressure, we all agreed the dome was ready
for operation. A wiring diagram of the motor hook-up

will be made and given to the society so that we will
always have documentation available for future attemptst o install the motor.
The door locks were sprayed with WD-40 and
the grass was trimmed around the base of the building. A few more items need repair, like the fold up
chart table on the north wall and one of the dome
roller covers has to be remounted. I'm sure we could
find a few other items to fix if we wanted to, but for
the most part, the building is ready for the telescope.
One more coat of paint on the outside of the building
would make it look like new. Many thanks to Kim,
Jon and Mike.
The next two WAS computer meetings will be
on July 28 and Aug 25. The July and August meetings will be at Gary Gathen's home in Pleasant
Ridge. The meetings will continue there for the rest
of the year until and including September. Gary is
located at 21 Elm Park, in Pleasant Ridge, three
blocks South of I-696 and a half block West of
Woodward Ave. He can be reached at 543-3366.
-Larry is a regular contributor to the WASP publication.

CRANBROOK 6/2/94
The Warren Astronomical Society met at
Cranbrook Institute of Science on June 2, 1994. 16
members were in attendance.
Jeff Bondono opened the meeting with a
call for guests to introduce themselves. A guest,
Ben Tolbert spoke of his interest in Astronomy.
With introductions concluded, the members
turned their attention to recent observations. Several active observers reported on Mercury’s best apparition of 1994. Jupiter also came under scrutiny,
in particular, the prominence of the Northern Equatorial Belt and the darkness of Io's shadow on Jupiter. Our skywatchers also mentioned Double Stars
and an Aurora.
The clean up at Stargate took place on
May20, 1994. Riyad Matti thanked all those who
participated. Riyad also noted that additional work
remains to be completed.
Mike O'Dowd commented that Astronomy
Day held at Cranbrook on May 21, 1994 was lightly
attended. The meeting's attention turned to the future. Noted were observing at Imlay City, Astronomical League Elections, the Apollo event in Ohio and
Eclipse expeditions to South America.
Prior to a meeting break, Mike O'Dowd gave
Continued on the next page...

Minutes from John...continued

a meteorite showing and short talk to the members.
Riyad Matti followed with a talk and guided tour of
the constellation Sagittarius. Roger Tanner filled the
remainder of the evening with the results of his latest
CCD efforts.
Respectfully,
John Herrgott

Thanks for all the articles that came in for this
edition. Please continue to submit your information.
This is a great way for you to share with the other club
members. I can take your information on disk, handwritten or typed. Contact me for more details concerning your submissions.

Rockets of the World

The N1 Moon Rocket
Type G-1e or SL-15

In 1960, Sergei Korolev proposed a giant booster
capable of launching 40 to 50 metric tons (88,000 to
110,000 lb) into low Earth orbit This projected rocket, with
ten times the payload capacity of the existing Vostok booster, was called the N1. Like the American Saturn, this superrocket had no specific mission at first. Development of the
N-l began in 1961, the year of US President Kennedy's
commitment to place an American on the Moon by the end
of the decade. But the N1 was not to carry a Soviet citizen
to the moon. That job was assigned to the
UR500 Proton booster, which would only
make a circumlunar flight.
It was not until 1964 that the Soviet
Union made a secret commitment to use
the N1 to land a man on the Moon before
the Americans. Through the mid-60's, as
the lunar landing mission evolved, the N1
grew through a series of re-designs, eventually doubling its low Earth orbit capacity
to 98 metric tons (108US tons). By the
beginning of 1967, the N1 booster's design
was nearly done, as was the design of the
L3 lunar spacecraft By November, a mock
-up was on the pad.
The N1 stood 105 meters (344 ft)
tall and weighed 2788 metric tons (6.1
million lb.) fully fueled. This compares
with 110.7 meters (363 ft) and 2913 metric
tons (6.4 million lb.) for the American
Saturn V. The first three stages of the N-I,
blocks A, B, and V, each took the form of
a truncated cone containing a spherical
kerosene tank above a larger liquid oxygen
(LOX) tank. The first stage, Block A, was
powered by no less than 30 NK-33 engines, together producing 4620 metric tons
(10 million lb.) of thrust. This far exceeded the 3469 metric ton (7.65 million lb)
thrust of the American Saturn V Moon
rocket. The N1 was steered in pitch and
yaw by throttling the 24 fixed outer engines. Roll control was maintained by
routing engine turbine exhaust through
four swiveled nozzles. Arrayed around the
base of the N1's first stage were four grating stabilizers, each consisting of a cross
hatched array of metal strips (acting as
fins) held in a horizontal frame. After a
first stage burn of 110 seconds, the second
stage was to ignite its eight NK-43 engines
for a 13O-second bum. Finally, the third
stage would insert the L-3 complex into
orbit with a 400-second burn of its four
NK-31 engines.
The L3 spacecraft complex was

concealed in a shroud topped by emergency escape rockets.
During the second stage burn, the shroud would be jettisoned, revealing the four principal units of the L3 system.
The kerosene-LOX Block G rocket served as the fourth
stage of the NI, and was to send the craft on its translunar
trajectory. The Block D fifth stage, also burning kerosene
and LOX, served multiple functions. First, it would provide
any needed course corrections on the way to the moon. It
would slow the L3 spacecraft to enter lunar orbit. Then it
was to slow the lunar module (Block E)
to drop it from lunar orbit down to an
altitude of about a kilometer (0.6 mi).
The lunar lander itself was a small spherical craft with four landing legs and a
single rocket engine burning nitrogen
tetroxide (N204) and unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine (UMDH). The final
section of the L3 spacecraft was the
Block I lunar orbiter, a Soyuz spacecraft
with an enlarged service module containing an engine burning N204 and UMDH
to return the cosmonauts to earth.
According to the L3 flight plan.
once the Block D stage slowed the craft
into lunar orbit, one cosmonaut would
transfer to the lander by space walk. No
pressurized tunnel was provided between
craft The lunar lander and attached block
D stage would separate from the Soyuz
for the descent to the Moon. About a
kilometer (0.6 mi) above the surface, the
block D was to separate from the lunar
lander, which would descend the final
distance under its own power.
The single cosmonaut on the lunar surface would carry out a program
similar to that of Apollo 11. planting a
Soviet flag, leaving a number of experiments. and picking up rock and soil samples. The spacecraft could support the
cosmonaut on the moon for a couple
days, although a Moon walk could last
no more than an hour and a half. Once
the lunar exploration was complete. the
cosmonaut was to ride to lunar orbit under the power of the lander's single engine. The Block E module would leave
only its landing legs behind.
The lunar lander and extended
Soyuz would dock in orbit, and the landing cosmonaut would transfer himself
N1 booster on pad in late 1968 or early
1969. (photo courtesy Rob Landis)

Rockets of the world

and his samples by space walk. After discarding the
lander, the Block I lunar Soyuz would fire its engine for a
return to Earth.
The Moon landing project was an expensive and
time-consuming venture. To hasten the completion of the
project, and to keep costs down, the Nl was never static
tested on the ground. As a result, the Soviets managed to
load the first N1 booster onto its pad at Baykonur on May
7, 1968, only four years after approval of the Moon landing program. But the Soviets were falling behind the
Americans, who had already launched two unmanned
Saturn Y boosters. The Soviets would not catch up quickly, as cracks were found in the first stage structure. The
booster was rolled back to the hangar for repairs. The N1
would not fly until the next year.
It was a clear day at the Baykonur Cosmodrome
when the thirty engines at the base of the first N1 came to
life at 12:18 PM on February 21,1969. After four seconds
a ring of explosive bolts detonated at the base of the rocket, allowing it to lift off. With its higher thrust, the N1
rose a bit faster than the American Saturn that had sent
the three Apollo 8 astronauts around the Moon two
months before. Within seconds, there was a minor malfunction. The KORD safety system, designed to maintain
thrust symmetry by shutting off an engine directly opposite any that malfunctioned, itself malfunctioned, shutting
off a pair of healthy engines. This was not serious in itself, as a longer burn by the remaining engines would
compensate for the loss of thrust, enabling the unmanned
lunar flyby mission to continue as planned.
Twenty-five seconds after liftoff, the 28 functioning engines were throttled back to reduce stress during the period of maximum dynamic pressure. Sixty-five
seconds after liftoff, the engines throttled back up. But
the throttle-up was too sudden, inducing powerful vibrations that broke a LOX line. Within 5 seconds, the engines shut down. The failure triggered the firing of emergency escape rockets that carried the L3S (unmanned L3)
payload away from the booster as if it had been manned.
The booster followed its suborbital trajectory to a point
45 km (30 mi) from the pad and crashed into the ground.
On July 3, 1969, less than a month before the flight of
Apollo 11, the second N1 lifted off from Baykonur. As
the rocket reached an altitude of 200 meters (600 ft)-only
twice the length of the N1-an oxidizer pump failed. All
thirty engines shut down, and the rocket fell back onto the
pad, destroying itself and the pad, as well as damaging a
neighboring pad and a second N1 booster. Only the unmanned L3S spacecraft survived, carried to safety by its
escape rocket, The disaster set the program back 2 years.
But the Soviet lunar program was not dead. On
June 27, 1971, a third N1 lifted off from Baykonur. This
vehicle reached an altitude of 250 meters (800 ft) before a
control failure set the rocket rolling about its axis. The
spin caused the rocket to twist apart between the second
and third stages. The upper stages toppled and exploded
while the first two stages shot past, out of control. The
lower stages crashed 30 km (20 mi) away, blasting a
crater 30 meters (100 ft) wide and 15 meters (50 ft) deep.
On November 23, 1972, one last N1 lifted off,
bearing the final L3S craft This time, the N1 performed

flawlessly-for 107 seconds. Then unexpected vibrations
began, and before staging, the mighty booster fell to pieces and exploded.
Two more N1 's were assembled for flights in
1974and 1976. But in 1974,propulsion expert V. P.
Glushko took over the Korolev Special Design Bureau
from Y. P. Mishin (who had taken over upon Korolev's
death in 1966). Glushko had never liked Korolev's N1, as
Korolev had chosen to use familiar but inefficient kerosene, while Glushko favored more advanced, if riskier
fuels. Glushko canceled the N1, renamed the organization
Energiya, and set out to build a large rocket using highenergy propellants.
The remaining N1's were dismantled, their engines put into storage, and their airframes scrapped or
adapted into storage sheds. The L3 hardware that wasn't
scrapped was placed in closed museums for aerospace
engineers only. And for 15years, the Soviets continued to
pretend the project never existed. Until recently, public
knowledge about the Soviet lunar program was limited to
clever speculation based on a few hints dropped by the
Soviets and sketchy reports that US surveillance satellites
had photographed a huge booster at Baykonur. Only in
1989 did the Soviet Union acknowledge the existence of
the moon program and begin to release details and photographs.
N1 Specifications:
Stage 1 (Block A):
Loaded Weight .........................1,870,000 kg (4,110,000 Ib)
Thrust......................................... 45,300,000 N (10,200,000 Ib)
Duration ...................................................................... 110 sec.
Total Impulse ..4,980,000,000 N-sec (1,120,000,000 lb-sec)
NAR designation ................................... 30 x AA 1,510,000-0
Stage 2 (Block B):
Loaded Weight ............................ 540,000 kg (1,200,000 Ib)
Thrust........................................... 14,000,000 N (3,150,000 Ib)
Duration ...................................................................... 130 sec.
Total Impulse ..... 1,820,000,000 N-sec (410,000,000 lb-sec)
NAR designation ...................................... 8 x AB 1,750,000-0
Stage 3 (Block V):
Loaded Weight ............................... 185,000 kg (407,000 Ib)
Thrust 1,610,000 N ................(362,000 Ib) Duration 400 see,
Total Impulse ........ 642,000,000 N-sec (144,000,000 Ib-sec)
NAR designation ........................................ 4 x AA 400,000-0
Stage 4 (Block G): ....................Thrust 400,000 N (90,000 Ib)
Stage 5 (Block D): ......................Thrust 85,000 N (19,000 Ib)
-Contributed by Mike O'Dowd
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